Directions from Española to the ISEC Science Resource Center

- At the intersection of NM 68/Riverside Dr. and NM 76, head EAST on NM 76 toward Chimayó.
- Turn SOUTH/RIGHT after mile marker 7.7 on County Rd 103, before the blue bus stop and large antenna tower, at the brown warehouse building with the large Inquiry Science Education Consortium & Manzana Center signs in front.
- Follow the small Inquiry Science signs through the main gate and proceed to the east side parking lot.

Directions from Santa Fe/Pojoaque to the ISEC Science Resource Center

- At the intersection of US 84/285 and Nambe Rd./NM 503, head East on NM 503 toward Chimayó.
- Go NORTH/LEFT on CR 98/Juan medina Rd.
- Go WEST on NM 76
- Turn SOUTH/LEFT after mile marker 8 on County Rd 103, after the blue bus stop and large antenna tower, at the brown warehouse building with the Inquiry Science Education Consortium & Manzana Center signs.
- Follow the small Inquiry Science signs through the main gate and proceed to the east side parking lot.